MINUTES OF THE MEETING OF SHEPTON MONTAGUE PARISH COUNCIL
HELD IN THE VILLAGE HALL, SHEPTON MONTAGUE ON TUESDAY 18TH JULY
2017 AT 7.30pm
(Draft minutes for approval at the next meeting.)
Present: Paul Williams (acting chair), Richard Reed, Andrew Wiley, Janet
Robinson, Margaret Hill (Clerk).
Also present were P.C.S.O Tim Russell, Paul Rawson, Estate Manager at
Hadspen and five members of the Parish.
1. Apologies for absence: were received from Richard Ellis (currently abroad),

Mike Beech, District Councillor, and Anna Groskop, County Councillor.
2. Declarations of Interest: None
3. Minutes of last meeting: were signed as a correct record.
4. Matters Arising:
·

·
·
·

BT Payphone: This has been purchased by the Parish. Our insurers have
advised that there is no additional premium to pay to add it to the current
policy as it will not bring the total assets over £10,000. Council welcome
suggestions from residents for its future use. (Already suggested:
defibrillator, book exchange.)
The clerk had not heard from Colin Fletcher regarding traffic speeding
through the village. Tim Russell advised that Colin had retired so the clerk
will follow this up with SSDC.
Planning permission had been granted for the Garden Museum at Hadspen.
Planning permission had been granted for the removal of former
agricultural buildings and construction of a new dwelling at Southdown
Farm.

5. Proposal for access and exit at Hadspen Estate. Paul Rawson, Estate Manager
at Hadspen, explained that this current proposal was not yet part of a planning
application but there had been preliminary discussions with Planning, Highways etc.
He was seeking the support of the Parish Council and the local community for their
proposal to improve the access and traffic management strategy for public visitor
access to the garden and Estate at Hadspen House. Paul explained that this is a
really important issue for them and many PC meetings and feedback from local
residents have shown that it is an equally important issue for their neighbouring
community as well. He said that Emily Estate at Hadspen is committed to providing
the best possible access and traffic management and to minimising the impact on
surrounding roads and villages. He explained the proposal:
At present the “approved” strategy has 3 separate access points including the Front
Drive on the A371, the West Gate on the A359 and a new entrance to the Visitor Car
Park on Cary Edge Lane. There are many clear and serious disadvantages to the
“approved” strategy as follows:
Problem: Three separate access points will be very difficult to sign and manage
effectively. It will lead to confusion, people getting lost and the attendant potential
safety hazards caused by poorly managed traffic flows.
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Solution: We propose to consolidate all vehicle access to the site through ONE point at
the West Gate, directly from the A359. This entrance can be clearly signed and all
traffic managed effectively inside this point. A right turn lane can be formed at this
location to provide safe access and excellent visibility. The actual gateway here is wide,
well set back from the road and ideally designed for vehicle flows of all types.
Problem: The Front Drive on the A371 is not ideally suited to vehicles entering from the
South – there have been several accidents at this entrance in recent times, including
myself and some of my colleagues, where vehicles waiting to turn into the entrance
have been hit from the rear by drivers who have not been paying attention to the road
ahead.
Solution: We strongly feel that we can provide a much better and safer solution by
using the Front Drive as an exit only. Visibility has already been significantly improved
for exiting traffic and there are no concerns with its safety as an exit.
Problem: The location of our currently approved Visitor Car Park entrance on Cary
Edge Lane will encourage traffic to use small and inappropriate lanes through Welham,
Shepton Montague and Lily Farm etc. as a short cut, particularly traffic approaching
from the south or east.
Solution: We propose that all vehicle access, including to the Visitor Car Park, would be
via the West Gate on the A359. Tracks would be provided within the Estate linking to
the Car Park. Traffic is highly unlikely to deviate from the A371/A359 roads on route to
the West Gate, given its location directly on the main road network. Traffic leaving the
Visitor Car Park will be forced to turn left and rejoin the A359 rather than using Cary
Edge Lane.
Problem: Conflicting flows of entering/exiting traffic at each of the approved access
points create a safety and management problem.
Solution: We propose to use only ONE entrance but THREE separate exit points
combined with internal traffic management of one-way flows to help to avoid any
concentrations of conflicting traffic flows at any one place. In order to safely separate
hotel guest flows from large farm traffic, deliveries, refuse etc. we propose to create a
new internal estate track which is dedicated to hotel guests. This also seeks to create
an appropriate, pleasant and impressive sense of arrival to Hadspen House by passing
through the parkland approach towards the house itself.
In summary, we believe that this revised proposal (see plan below) provides a much
improved access and traffic management strategy, addressing many problems that we
now realise exist within the approved strategy. We remain fully committed to delivering
the best management strategy that we can to provide our guests, visitors and staff as
well as wider road users with a safe and clear solution whilst seeking to minimise the
impact of visitor traffic upon the surrounding area.
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Paul Rawson then answered questions from Council members and from the floor.
In response to a question about lighting, he confirmed that the Estate would be open
only during daylight hours and there would be no lighting of the carpark or the
entrance/exit points except that required by Highways and any emergency lighting
required.
It was suggested that the Estate provide visitors with a SatNav postcode that would
bring them specifically to the single entrance on the A359 (and not to the Cary Edge
Lane exit) and that signs stating ‘No access to Hadspen Estate’ could be erected at
strategic points to discourage traffic from trying to reach the entrance other than via the
main roads. Paul was happy to receive such suggestions and was already looking into
the SatNav issue.
The Chair thanked Paul for attending the meeting and concluded that the proposed
plan was a definite improvement and would be much more likely to lead to less traffic
trying to navigate Cary Edge Lane or coming through the village. Council therefore felt
able to support the proposal and would write to SSDC to that effect. Action: Clerk to
draft letter for approval by members.
6. Correspondence:
·

Tim Russell had sent the crime statistics for June 2017 which the clerk
circulated. There were 32 recorded crimes in the Wincanton North
neighbourhood and 162 ‘Service calls’. There were no crimes recorded for
Shepton Montague. Tim reported that there were opportunist thieves stealing
from unlocked or poorly secured sheds and garages – power tools, chain
saws, mowers etc. Vehicles to look out for include a white drop-side transit
and a silver Ford Mondeo. Registration numbers of any suspicious vehicles
should be reported to the police. Numbers of speeding vehicles can also be
reported for Tim to follow up.

7. a.o.b: None

8. Open discussion

There being no further business the meeting closed at 8.10 pm.

Chairman ___________________________ Date________________
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